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Classroom Teacher Preparation 

Scientific Method 8: Classification 
	  

Please use the following to prepare for the next SfS lesson.	  

Description: 

Various forms of classification are used on a nearly daily basis, as a way to organize observations, describe relationships 
between objects, and communicate our understanding of these relationships.  As a part of scientific thinking, 
classification can also point to productive areas for asking questions and conducting further research.  In this lesson, 
students practice employing the main classification schemes, and discuss the appropriate uses of different schemes. 

Preparation: 	  

If the “older” version will be taught, the students should have some familiarity with the periodic table of the elements.  	  

Vocabulary:	  

Introduce these terms: 

• Objective — a testable and verifiable statement that will be true for any observer 
• Subjective — a statement based on opinion that will differ depending on the observer 

 
These terms will be defined in lesson: 

• Classification — the action or process of classifying something according to shared qualities or characteristics 
• Criteria  — the characteristics or properties used to make a classification scheme  
• Hierarchy — levels of classification of things, using criteria that typically go from general to specific 
 

Room Set Up for Activities: 

This activity is structured for groups of 3-5 students, so tables or clusters of desks work well. 

Safety:	  

There are no safety issues with this lesson.	  

Lesson Objectives – SWBAT (“Students Will Be Able To…”) 

4-8 

• There are three main types of classification schemes: dichotomous, categorical, and continuous. 
• Classification schemes often contain multiple levels of organization, called hierarchies. 
• There is no one “right” answer to how best to classify a group of objects; rather, the best answer depends on the 

task at hand. 

6-8 

• The elements of the periodic table may be grouped in a number of different ways, highlighting different 
characteristics that are similar between them. 

• One of the most common and informative ways of grouping the elements is by families, based on their electronic 
structure.  This leads us to the recognition of important groups of elements, like the noble gases.      
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MCAS/NGS Standards Covered:	  

MCAS Standards:  

PK–2nd PS1 “Sort objects by observable properties such as size, shape, color, weight, and texture.” 
3rd–5th PS1 “Differentiate between properties of objects ... and properties of materials....” 
6th–8th LS1 “Classify organisms into the currently recognized kingdoms according to characteristics that they 
share. Be familiar with organisms from each kingdom.” 
H.S. C3.1 “An element’s position on the periodic table relates to its atomic number, family and period.” 
H.S. C3.3 “An element’s position on the periodic table relates to its electron configuration and reactivity.” 
 

NGS Standards:  The NGS standards do not formally address the teaching of the Scientific Method and the various 
techniques of scientific thinking.  However, we feel that learning these basic skills will serve students well in many 
areas of study.	  

Related Modules:	  

Several of our modules include classifications of different objects as part of the lesson and/or activity: 

ES09: Rock Cycle – discusses the three main categories of rocks. 

ES11: Stars – introduces stellar classes in the pre-activity discussion. 

LS25: Introduction to Plants – discusses classification of plants based on physical characteristics.  

P02: Electricity – classifies materials as either conductors or insulators. 

P09: Magnetism – classifies materials as ferromagnetic, paramagnetic, or diamagnetic. 

Additional Resources: 	  

http://youtube.com/watch?v=F38BmgPcZ_I — Video (12:15), Taxonomy: Life's Filing System  
http://beatricebiologist.com/2011/01/protists-they-make-no-sense.html — Protists: Biology's Junk Drawer 
http://youtube.com/watch?v=-wu0LixSBpk — Video (3:51), Overview of Dmitri Mendeleev's Periodic Table 
http://youtube.com/watch?v=0RRVV4Diomg — Video (11:22), Biography of Mendeleev & his achievements 
http://youtube.com/watch?v=fPnwBITSmgU — Video (4:25), Animated overview of Mendeleelv’s Table 
http://youtube.com/watch?v=lDp9hUf_SV8 — Video (4:19), Periodic Table Rap 
http://goo.gl/qmYpTY — Cut and fold three-dimensional periodic table designs graciously provided by the 
American Chemical Society's Journal of Chemical Education for non-commercial use. 
 

WGBH Videos and Activities: The PBS educational site is a great, free resource for educators but you must create an 
account to use the materials. The first time you log in to the PBS Learning Media website you will be asked to create an 
account and provide an email and password.  Once you have logged in, select “keep me logged in” to avoid having to 
repeat the process. 

• WGBH interactive streamed activity, classifying animals: 
http://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/tdc02.sci.life.evo.allinthefamily/all-in-the-family/ 

• WGBH video, discussing some of the chemical families of the periodic table: 
http://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/nvhe.sci.chemistry.reactive/what-makes-an-element-reactive/ 


